Is your car’s transmission “healthy”?

Have you ever changed transmission fluid for your car?

Change every 2 year or 20,000km

ATF Automatic Transmission Fluid

From the world renowned transmission manufacturer

- Smooth Starts under the coldest conditions: Eliminates engagement delay at low temperatures with superior low temperature flow characteristics.
- Improved shift feel: Optimum friction properties deliver seamless gear changes without harsh shift shocks.
- Responsive starts and increased performance: Optimum friction properties reduce power loss, increase response, and ensure reliability.

Unique of Aisin ATF

Who is Aisin?

Aisin Seiki was founded in 1944. Aisin is a Fortune Global 500 company. Automatic Transmission, one of Aisin’s major products, has been widely used by more than 60 countries around the world. One of every five 4WD vehicles uses Aisin’s Automatic Transmission. Aisin is the world largest ATF supplier. Amongst leading car manufacturers to endorse Aisin ATF is Aisin, the world’s highest quality ATF. Aisin is one of the top companies. Aisin product quality is superior than OEM products.

ATF Knowledge:

Over the years, the number of ATVs, cars, electronics and hydraulics components has become more complicated. This is why it is very important to service ATCs regularly. In general, mechanics suggest changing ATF every 2 years or 20,000km. However, this recommendation has been changed from many aspects. With the higher quality living standards and deteriorating traffic condition, Aisin suggests car owners to change ATF every 2 years or 20,000km without proper maintenance for the ATC. It will reduce your car performance, higher fuel consumption, or causing damage to the transmission.

Advantageous of regular ATF maintenance:

- Improved shift feel
- Improved fuel consumption
- Longer transmission life span

AISIN ATF Oil Reference Chart

Check your car’s ATF type before changing it.
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